Taking Culture
Outdoors

We can help you
harness the power
of your outdoor
spaces.

Here at Factory Settings we normally concentrate on building
beautiful things, to go inside beautiful buildings. But over the
last year, like everybody else, we’ve had to think of some new
approaches to what we do. And as life gradually begins to
return to normal again, we’ve been looking at how we might be
able to help maximise your offer, in the aftermath of COVID 19.
So having spent a lot of time outside, and looking to a future with
social distancing still in place and visitor numbers potentially being
limited, we’ve come up with a set of products to help maximise
your outdoor spaces, and increase your offer.

We’ve been developing
modular products for
museums, attractions
and hospitality.

So we can create
outdoor exhibitions,
pocket parks, picnic
pods and events.

Our simple system has been developed based on a standard
1200mm or 600mm grid, to make it simple and versatile, as well
as being quick and easy to install.
It also allows us to make the most of a single standard sheet of
material, cutting costs, and ensuring minimal wastage during
production. Add to this the potential for reuse and reconfiguration
over time and we think we have created a truly sustainable solution
for outdoor spaces.

From a basic framework
of boxes, we can build
simple exhibition and
interpretation stations.
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We can add shelter to
protect your visitors
and adapt the design
to suit the location.

Our displays can be finished to suit your needs. They can be
left open or we can clad them in any number of materials, with
a wide range of finishes and colours on offer to tie in with any
location or brand.
Onto these boxes we can add table tops, open object displays, or
display cases, simple interactive elements, touchscreen displays and
interpretation panels.
We can also include elements of seating and a roof to create simple
structures built around your interpretation. The modular nature of
the system means it can be reconfigured and reused with ease,
creating a really flexible, sustainable and cost effective solution to
creating temporary outdoor exhibitions.

We’ve applied the
same flexible thinking
to creating pocket
parks, gardens and
green spaces.

So a standard set of
components parts
can be used to create a
variety of unique
spaces.

Our gardens structures are constructed from a defined set
components we’ve been developing to form a simple kit of
parts. This kit can then be customised to create a wide variety
of arrangements, maximising flexibility and allowing the
gardens to moved, redesigned or relocated at any time.
Different colours and finishes can be used to create variety and
personality within each garden. We can design to focus on a
particular colour, material or finish. We can then add in a mix of
seating, water and planters to create a myriad of different spaces.
By integrating picnic benches and areas of shelter we can create
spaces that can serve visitors throughout the year, no matter what
the weather.

Our pocket parks offer
total flexibility of size
creating new spaces for
your visitors to relax.

We’ve created picnic
pods that offer shelter
for your visitors
extending your offer to
the rainiest of days.

The modular designs
make them adaptable
and quick to build,
so we can ensure they
suit your visitors needs.

Our pods and shelters offer a range of temporary solutions for
outdoor spaces. Using a basic framework we can expand the
pods to suit most requirements.
They can be easily integrated with both our exhibition system and
pocket parks. The system allows for the addition of a range of
components such as interpretation, signage, seating and tables.
The addition of solar panels to the roof also presents opportunities,
so we can integrate digital content with interactive touchscreens or
add lighting and heating so you can extend pod use into the
evening and right through the darker winter months.

Our flexible system
allows you to choose
the pod and facilities
best suited to you.

All our structures are based around a common wooden or steel
frame work, the choice is yours. We can then customise the
frames to create a variety of different structures and the shape
and design can be adapted to suit the use or location.
The modular nature of the design means:
They are quick to erect and dismantle.
Allow for reuse and reconfiguration.
They can be joined to make larger structures.
Can be made open, semi-enclosed or fully enclosed as desired.
We can offer full customisation in terms of colour and Finish.

We’re also making it
easier to put on events
such as street theatre,
music or arts festivals.

With our new venue in
a van concept we can
make a pop-up party
anywhere you choose.

Having spent years working in theatre and across the festival
circuit, we know what makes a great event. We also know how
much work it requires, so we’ve created a ‘Venue in a Van’.
Whether you’re looking to provide story telling sessions for families,
an immersive art event or a one day music festival, we can bring
everything you need, install it, run things during the event and then
take it all down and clear the site. Letting you put on a great event, but
without the fuss.

For more information or to discuss
any ideas please get in touch

.

enquiries@factorysettings.co.uk
www.factorysettings.co.uk

